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Abstract, Several rcsuhs in Algorithmic Information Theory establish upper bounds on the 
difference between descriptional complexity and the logarithm of ‘a priori probability’. It was 
conjectured that these two quantities coincide lo within an additive constant. Here, we disprove 
this conjecture and show that the known overall upper bound on the difference is exact. The 
proof uses a two-person memory-allocation game between players called User and Server. User 
sends incremental requests of memory space for certain structured items, Server allocates this 
space in a write-once memory. For each item, some of the allocated space ir required to be in 
one pwx, in order to give a short . ..Idress. N’e ?4so present some related results. 
1. introduction and the main result 
In inducti; c‘ inference, descriptional complexity can be used to formalize ‘Occam’s 
Razor’ - the principle recommending the use of the simplest hypothesis among 
those consistent with the data. The principle known as ‘Bayes’ Rule’ assumes a 
certain ‘a priori’ probability distribution over the set of possible outcomes and uses 
the conditional probability for inference. Algorithmic Information Theory (abbrevi- 
ated henceforth as AIT) originated from the recognition that description21 com- 
plexity, if defined appropriately, [ 17,8], can be estimated by counting arguments 
and corresponds well to the intuitive notion of entropy for individual objects. (For 
the exact elaboration of the analogy to entropy, see [4.3].) 
Des;riptional complexity was successfully used for the definition of randomness 
[ 14,9, 111. A priori probability, as defined in [17,-lo], gives satisfactory inferences 
over a wide range of situations. It is a simple but central result that descriptional 
com#xity is asymptotically equal to the negative logarithm of a priori probability 
[ 17, W-1 21. AIT owes much of its convincing power to the fact that it established 
this exact relation between two induction principles (Occam’s Razor and Bayes’ 
Rule) which did not seem particularly related. The main result of this paper is 
concerned with the exactness of this relation. 
a Part (If this \vork appeared as a Stanford Technical Report while the author visited Stanford 
L!nl\ersltv iI, 1979. An aht-mviatcd \ersian appeared in the proceedmgs of the 1981 FOCS conference. 
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No ta tiorl 
Let N denote the set of natural numbers, Q the set of rational numbers, put 
Z-, = (0. 1). For any set A, let A(‘*’ = UyGoAi be the set of strings of length $11 
with elements from A. Put A* = U,,ao A ‘. Let ,l E A* denote the empty string and 
A”= A* u A hT the set of finite 01 infinite strings with elements from A. We will 
use Z= .vN, 3 = 2,” for the sets of infiite strings of natural numbers and bits 
respectively. For x, y E N*, x c y denotes that x is a prefix of y. Let I(x) denote 
the length of the sequence x E N* and put x” = x I l l * x,,. 
For a string .X E N*, put xP=(ws%‘:x~_w). For a set ArN*, put A.?= 
U SEA ~2’. The operations ~33, Ai23 are defined analogously. For a binary sequence 
p E 3, let [p] E [0, l] denote the real number associated with it in the binary number 
system. For A EZ~, put [A] ={[w]: w E AB). For p EZ’~, put [p]= [(p)]. For 
E,F~N*,~~~E’=(~~E:V~EE~~XJ)’ =x}andE~F~t/s~E3~~Fvcs. 
The relation E’ 5 F implies ES!‘? Pi? but the converse is not true. 
Let ( 8): N*- N be some standard one-to-one encoding with partial inverses pr, 
defined by pri((s)) = Xi for I(x) 2 i. For/(s) = 2, we use (s) as a two-argument pairing 
function (x 1, A+&. 
The relations f =G g, fog denote f d g + O( l), f-g = O( 1). All logarithms and 
exponentials in this paper are to the base 2. Let #A denote the number of elements 
of the set A. 
‘Algorithmic entropy’ or ‘self-information’ seems a more appropriate term than 
‘descriptional complexity’ partly because there are many different notions of ‘com- 
pkxity‘. But since different quantities can claim to mt:asure the true algorithmic 
entropy, WC abide” by the term (descriptional) ‘complexity’. Even for descriptional 
complexity, several different definitions are intuitively almost equally justifkd (and 
generally asymptotically equal); but some bring more sharpness in!,) the basic 
for:nulas and simplicity into the proois than others. Most of our ckfinitions and 
ba.,ic facts are taken from [lo, 1 l]., We first tell how to irwrprcv a +esCription. 
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is the (monotonic) conditional complexiry of y wi!h respect to x and the 
interpreter A. 
It is known that there is an optimal interpreter U with respect to which complexity 
is minimal to within an additive constant. Thus, for any interpreter A, there is a 
constant CA such that for all x, y, Kv(y )x)GKA( y Ix)+c~. Let us fix an optimal 
interpreter U, write K ( y IX) = Ku( y IX). The number K(x \ = K(x I A) is simply 
called the complexity of x. The first complexity taking into account he partial order 
of the finite sequences was proposed in [ 131 (it is different from K). 
Typical orders of magnitude: for natural numbers IZ (sequences of length l), 
K (n ) d 21og II, moreover, K (n ) S log tz + K ( [log II J ). This last estimate is sharp for 
most numbers k s n (see e.g. 131). 
For a monotonic operator A and XEN”, put D,&x)={~E~~:x c&p)). The 
work of a ‘Turing machine’ with a read-only tape moving in, working tapes, and 
a write-only tape moving out where all tapes are capable af hciding arbitrary 
natural numbers in their cells, can be represented by a monotonic operator with 
the special property that the set {(p, x): p E (D& ))‘) is recursively enumerable. The 
complexity K’ based on such machines might conceivably be a little larger than K. 
However, all known upper bounds apply as well to K’. 
The notion of a random sequence was introduced in I:14]. In [ll], monotonic 
complexity is used to characterize randomness. (These results are refined in [S].) 
But randomness is more immediately characterizable using cl priori probability. Let 
I7 = 7r1, 32.. . . be an infinite sequence of identically distributed random variables 
with Pr[Ir, = (I]= Pr[n, - l] = l. 
Definition 1.3. The (1 priuri probahilily of the string s is 
The number M(s) is the probability that our optimal machine produces .Y from 
a random input. The following representation brings out the relation to complexity. 
(1.1) 
l‘hc it priori probability is not a probability measure of -1’ because on some strings 
11 E .A, the scquencc UC p) dons not h‘rvc infinite Icnpth. A nonnegative real function 
1’ okt‘r .Y * is a .~i’rlliirlt’il.~irrc’ if I,( 1 ) 5. 1 and for all .y E R;‘, 
A semimeasure z’ is a memnr:” if equality holds here, a probability measure if also 
1,:. t ) = 1. Put p w+‘) = ,U (X ). rhen p can be uniquely extended to ths rr-algebra 
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generated by sets of the form x2 (the Bore1 sets). In this way we arrive’ at E! measure 
as defined in standard measure theory (see e.g. [7]). The Lebesgue-measure A over 
2; is defined by h(p)=2-“P’. When v is restricted to natural numbers (sequences 
of length 1) then the semimeasure property simplifies to En v(n ) d 1. 
Put v%) =I; {v(y): x~yE:N”), i;(x)=lim,,,v ‘“‘(x). The function r’/ is a 
measure which is maximal among all measures g s v. The statement that a set S 
has a priori probability 0 means Q(S) = 0. The statement that a property holds for 
a priori almost all o means that the set of all w for which it does not hiald has a 
priori probability 0. For any semimeasure v and set S cfV* put v(S) =xtCS. V(X). 
‘Then for any measure p we have p, (S) = p (S23. The following properties, express- 
ing Some restricted monotonicity and additivity properties for semimeasures, arc 
useful: 
(1.2) 
\ n L n 
The semimeasure J&-I is not computable but has some weaker computability 
property. A real function f is called s~~mico~nputc2lrle (from below) if there exists a 
recursive function g: N* x N ++ Q nondecreasing in its second argument such that 
jYx) = lim, ax g(.u, t) (g generates fi. The a priori probabi!ity n/Z is semicom;~utahle 
because M(s) = lim,_,, M,(s) where M,(x) = Pr[.\- c UJ~)]. (Nclticc that Ml itself is 
a semimeasure.) A function f is conzpltrah/e if f and -f are semicomputablc. 
Semicomputabk [semilmeasures will also be called r.e. (recursively enum~rablc \. 
It is known that r.e. yrohczbility rlleclsures are also computable. 
AI1 r.e. c 2mimeasures can be c$%Wiwly erzrtm~wucd in a sequence I.//,. 1~ E .\ I. 
Indeed, let 7’: N’ t--+Q be a universal partial resursive function. It is kncjwn that 
there exists :I recursive function ,g(c) with ihe following properties: 
i I t FW each fixed e, the function T( g(o). A-, I) generates a r.e. semimeasurc’ ~‘8, : 
t 2) If T((p, .v, t ) gcnerntcs i1 r.c. scrni-mcasiirc tlicn T‘1 g((’ I, 1, f ) -7 T{t*. .I, I ). 
It is known that Mix j majcvizes :!!I r.e. semimt%ures to \!,ithin a mult iplis,lt i\ c 
L.cjn\t;lflt: 
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Hence for sequences w random with respc r to some computable measure 
(certainly a wide class) it is known that K(o”) - fi [O “) is bounded by some additive 
constant depending on W. Levin raised the conjecture in [l 13 that H(x )xK(x ) for 
all x E N”. In the main result of this paper, we refute this conjecture. 
A set E c IV* is called prefixfree if its elements are not prefixes of each other. 
(Example: the set N” of sequences of length n.) It is known (see [12]) that for any 
r.e. prefixfree set E a constant cE exists such that we have IH(x) - K(x)1 d cE for 
all x E E. It is enough to prove this for E = IV, i.e. that 
for natural numbers or ; the rest follows by encoding. Hence 
H(X)~K(X)BH(X!+K(lixl) (1.6) 
since only K(l(x)) additional bits are needed to define the prefixfree set IV”“. The 
estimate 
- which is somewhat better for binary sequences - is proved analogously. These 
results show that only the tree-Lctructure of N* can cause a significant difference 
between H(s j and K(s ). (Of course, the problem is equivalent for ZT.) We wiil 
prove 
Notice that for functions g(n) semicomp #table from above, K d g is equivalent 
to x,, 2 s(‘1’ cm. Indeed, it follows from Hu)sK(x) that & 2-K”‘)=~,J4(1z)~ 
&I(. i 1 c 1. Hence K d g implies E,I 2- R(n) < CD. On the other hand, if I,, 2-“” ’ < 00 
then for some constants c and e, c2 ““I = $,(n ). Hence by (1 S) and (1.3), we have 
K(r1 l=W(rrK~(~I~. 
The strings .K giving the lower bound may contain very large numbers. Therefore 
for hinary strings, the lower bound obtainAble from the proof of Theorem 1.1 is 
My the inverse of some version of Ackermann’s function. 
Theorem 1.1 shows that in the worst case, the difference between K and H can 
be large. On the other hand, Theorem 2.3 shows that for a priori almost every o, 
K (w” i - H (o”) has an upper bound which is smaller than any unbounded recursive 
function. 
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2. Information in largeness 
2.1. Complexity of large numbers 
The power of a notation for numbers can be measured by the size of the largest 
number describable by strings of given length. Let 
a(n) - min K(ij = min{Z(p): n s UYp)} 
PI Si 
be the length of the shortest description of a number larger thr.n 11. Then 
lim ,,-,a CY (n) = 0~ since #{n : K (n ) c k} < 2! The function mu grows slower than 
any recursive function, since there is no nonconstant recursive lower bound on 
K(n) (‘Berry’s paradox’). Its inverse is a version of the ‘busy beaver’ function (see 
The following informal remarks are intended to show that these functions play 
an illuminating role in AIT. The formal exposition is contir:ued in the next subsec- 
tion. For any set E EN, let the natural number E(r2) be the standard encoding of 
the first 2” elements of the sequence which is the characteristic function of E. It is 
proved in [l] that if E is r.e. then K(E(rr) Irr ) d IZ and for a suitable r.e. set F, we 
have K(F(rz)fn)==n. 
The information stored in F(n) is algorithmically equivalent to a description of 
large numbers. Indeed: let {x (l), x (2), . . . } be a recursive enumeration of the set 
F, put F,={x(l), . . , x(t)} and ~(n ) = min{t : F&z ) = F(n )). Then, given 11, knowing 
Ffn ) is the same as knowing any number larger than p(rz 1. It is easy to see that 
i.e. ;ArtJ, the size of the numbers “described” in F(U), has ‘approximately the 
same order of growth as the inverse of CY (U ). (We get the definition of (1 (II 1 .Y 1 ty 
condi:ionaliz;ng the definition of LL (II \.) 
The number F(n), whose binary encoding has length 2”. is not tF; shortest 
description of the large numbers it encodes since it contains on1y )t bit\ of informa- 
tion. Min;mal definitions of large numbers are algorithmically equivalent to prefixes 
of the binary expansion 0 of the number x,,r#V M(rtL Indeed, it is shown in [3) 
that k’(fl’)%~! therefore Fact 1.1(h) implies that 0 is random ir. the Martin-Liif 
sense. Let U(H ) be the time needed to approximate [f2] within 2 “. Given II, knowing 
J?‘* is the same 3s knowiylg a number larger than U(N), and 
The string W can thus be considered a compressed form of FM 1. 
The redundancy irj F(U) is not useless. The number Firr ) contains, in easily 
;icccssible form, all signiticant information about the rcwlts of comput;ltions perfqr- 
mablt in time (Y ‘01). Et is not surprising therefore thar the computational com- 
plexity, of any significant compression of F(H) is nonrecursively large (see [ 13). For 
a pop&r exposition of this topic, see [2, 6). 
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2.2. Probability of large numbers 
We will consider another natural ‘busy beaver function associated with the a 
priori probabiltiy. For any semimeasure V, put 
S(I2 ; u) = -log(zn vii)). 
s(n) = s(n ; A#). Then 2+“’ = Pr[n c U(n)] is the probability of obtaining a number 
larger than n using a random input to U. We have 2-“O’= [f2]. Put C(rz) = 
Uk=” D(k). We have 
2- r’n’=A(C1,2))=~{2-“p’: pE (C(n))‘}. 
2‘ *‘“) = max{2 -I? p 65 (C(t2))‘). 
A comparison with (1.: ’ shows that the relation of cy (n ) to s (n ) is analogous to 
the relation of K(x) to H\A ). In analogy to ( 1.7), it is shown in [ 181 that 
s()l)da(n)~Sot)+K![s(n)]). (2.1) 
We will show that the error term K( ls(n)J) is necessary in (2.1 L 
Theorem 2.1. I-41 g : N c--, N be cl monotonic fwctiorr semicomputable from above 
srtcl2 tlta t 
a(n)~s~m)+R(ls(,l)j‘). (2.2) 
Ther2 K(H) $ q(rr ). 
Note. Since we required monotonicity, log tl -t K( [log a j ) < g(n ) is also proved as 
logn +K([lognl) is 3; to the least monotonic upper bound on K(rz 1. (This follows 
from Theoerem 4.2(a) of [3].) 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in Section 3. 
2.3. Properties of a priori ahicW a11 sequences 
How fast can a sequence increase if it is generated by a probabilistic Turing 
machine? The next two results of L.A. Levin and N.V. Petri have not been published 
before in this form. 
Ha\,ing ;I bound on the growth of random sequences, we also have an esimate 
of the closeness of M, to M since the minimal times t givirtg Ml = M are also 
*random’. Combining this remark with (1.4), we get an estimate of K -H. 
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Theorem 2.3. For a priori almost all w, thue is a constant C such that 
K(L)--H(w”)S2ct(n)+K(a(n))+C. 
In the rest of this section, I prove Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 
Lemma 2.1. For ,wz~ semirneasurc u altd measure g d v pt S,, = 
(X E~/*:~“~(x)<v(x)}. Then p&)~2-“‘. If v(A)- ptA)<~ then v(‘SzW2~~ 
Proof. Put S(X) = V(X)--g(x). S is a semimeasure with S(A)< F. The condition 
x E S,, translates into p ix) d 2 ?(x), while x E S2 also translates into v(x) < 26(x). 
Summing over Si,, gives p (S,,) d 2~““v(S,,) and v&) < 2&S:). Using S,,, s (.I) and 
(1.2j concludes the proof. Cl 
Lemma 2.2. Let v be a semimeasure. For a sequerlce S( m ) E N * o[ sets arid r E N, 
prr S = f-),,, S(m )X and . 
S(m, rj = {s E iv’: 31 cu(r1 1 == K(r), s” E S(rn I}. 
7%~n v(S(m, r)) = O( l)M(,r)2 “I implies 17(S) = 0. 
Proof. Put S,(rlr) = U,S(,?t, r). Notice that S(nl ).B’ = Sl(rtl ).F. Using t 1.2). 
wehave ~(S(~))IL’(S,~~~I))~~~~Z~(S(~~~.~)~--O(~~~ “‘x,M rl=0(1)2 “I. iI! 
Proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. For some MI, r E IV, put k = K (r I. Let 0 ;,., he the 
sequence of the first k + nz digits in the binary expansion of ,441 ,I;” 1. Put 
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Since s is defined using t, K(S) d K(I). Hence it f lows from (2.4) that there is a 
Cl such that K(~)<b(k)+2m +-Cl. Put 
E*b2, e={X EN’: 3rt a(rt)= k, CY(xn)>b(k)+2m +C,}. 
Ifcu(.Q)Ir,(&+2rrt +G. then, by (2.4), we 6ave ar(x,)>K(~), hencex, >s. Hence 
0 = 2M:“‘(x) <M”‘(x). SO we proved E&n, I) z E&I, r), hence iW(&(m, r)) < 
2 -& m*’ = Q( 1)M(r)2 m_ Put 
Lemma 2.2 is applicable to the sets E&I~) and the conclusion, G(&) = 0, is the 
assertion of Theorem 2.2. 
Now we prove Theorem 2.3. It follows from (2.4) that the shortest description 
p of I has length <!r(k I+ Zm. The semimeasure Ml = MI 7,pI is comr utable, 
moreover, by an application of the $:,-theorem of recursion theory, it can be written 
as flflp! for some recursive function f. Therefore, by (1.4), using K(f(p)) s K(p) 
we get K(s) 5 -. log dl, (s ) -c K ( p ) =G -logM,(x)+hrk)i2rrz. Herrce for some con- 
stant Cz, 
As in I.xmma 2.2, wc have A~(F,(,I~ )) = O( I)2 “I. put 
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3. Weights on large numbers 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. We introduce an infinite 
‘L-person game. In this section, we consider only semimeasures over IV, therefore 
a semimeasure is simply a nonnegative function a(x) over N with xX2(1 a(x ) s 1. 
Game 1 
This game has no memory-allocation interpretation but for greater uniformity, 
we use a terminology similar to the one used in Sections 4 and 5. The game is 
determined by the nonnegative functions a,(x) and 6,(x) defined on N x N and 
nondecreasing in t. Let a&) = b&x) = 0 for all x. For fixed t, both functions a, and 
bi are semimeasures and have rational values different from 0 only for finitely many 
X. The number 5,(x) is a power of f. At step t + 1, the players User and Server 
know a, ad !+. User chooses a,+l and Server replies with hl+ 1. Put u = lim,,, ctp 
and h = lim,,, b,. Server wins if for all 0, maxk,,* b(k ) is large enough relative to 
r 
tik Fn a(k). Precisely, the result of the game depends on a function g: /V-N. Put 
a(n;b)= “log F?f b(k). 
Then Server wins if for all II, 
(3.1) 
lxt US qply this thcowm to the proof of (2.1). Take g(rt ) = K (II ) + 2. Tlwn g is 
semicorqwtable from above and (3.2) holds. Put a,(s) = M,(s L Then cr,(s 1 is a 
rccursiT+ c function of t and L Let Server apply his winning strategy. Then A,(u 1 is 
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also recursive and both 1M(x ) = a (x) and 6(~ are r.e. semimeasures. We have 
therefore 
Now we prove Theorem 2.1 using Theorem 3.1. Let g(n) be a monotonic function 
semicomputable from above for which (3.3) holds. We show that (2.2) does not 
hold. For every natural number k, put g k (n ) = g(n) + k. Obviously, if g satisfies 
(3.3) then so does gk. Let User play the recursive strategy uf which makes (3.1) 
fail for some n when g’ is used. Put b,(x) = expllog M,(x)]. Since 6,(x) is a recursive 
function and a,k(x) depends only on it, a f (x) is also a recursive function. Hence 
a k is a r.e. semimeasure which, by the Sz-theorem, can be written as $ffkJ for some 
recursive function f. Using (1.3) and M(k ) = O(M(f(k N) gives a k (X ) = 
O(M(x)/M(k )A With some constant Cl, we have for some iand n : 
a=+= 1 zcr(rr:b)>i~s(,t;u”)+g’(i)~s(rt)+g(i)+k --H(k)--Cl. 
For k sufticiently large, we have k -H(k)-C+O,hence ls(n)J~i,sog(ls(njJj~ 
g(i), a(u) >s(rr) +g( [s(n )J) which contradicts (2.2). 
Proof of Theorem 3J. Since g is semicomputable from above, there is a recursive 
function g,(a) of t, n nonincreasing in t with g(n) z= lim,,, g,(n). 
Proof of (a 1: Suppose that (3.2) holds. The strategy of Server is to handle every 
possible value #Bf [S(N ; a,)] separately. Multipliers of 2 -Q’) are needed to maintain 
1, b, (.Y ) s 1. Suppose Q,, 6, - I are given. Put 
i, = min(i: 3ri [s(n; a,)J = i,cu(rr; b,. +G+g(i)}. 
Let )1(f) be the minimal A for which the above minimum is achieved (if at all. Else 
put i, = ,a.) Put j&J = 1 +max{j: n,(j)+b, l(j)>O}, 
b,Cs)= 2 i 
1, R,II,) for s = jh(f), 
h 10) otherwise. 
By the definition of this strategy of Server, we will have 
heu;e in the limit, (3.1) for all IL We Pave to prove ~,b(x)s 1. If h(x)>0 then 
for some I we have s = jr,(f) and b(x) = b,(x) = 2 ‘I “‘I’. Put r, = (t: i = ii, g,(i) = r} = 
(I,, * . *. tk,,). We have 
If we can show that k,, s 21e1 then we are done because then summir8g over r gives 
12 $‘I\‘2 and summing over i and using (3.2) gives 4. Notice that for all p, 
j&)&,,,). Indeed, by definition, we will have a(n;b,)si+r for all n sj&,), 
t >I,. Therefore, since [s(n(t,_,); q,. JJ = i, the sum of CI must increase by at least 
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2 -’ ’ between t,, and fP+l: 
The above inequality holds also for p = 0 if we put tl, -1 0. Since the sum of tl, can 
never increase above 1, summing over p gives ki, c 2’& ‘. 
Proof of (6): Suppose that (3.3) holds. ‘i’he game terminates if xx U,(X) = 1. The 
strategy of Wser uses two constans u and m to be chosen at the end of the proof. 
At each step t, lJser does nothing if for some i, 12, 
i < a(n ; 6’). (3.6) 
Otherwise, he will place a new weight of 2 “* after the tails of cl! and 6, as long as 
he can. Formally, put jU (t j = 1 + max(j: a,(j) + h, ( i> > 0), 
ill, I(X) = 
2 -- “’ for s =jJt), 
R,(S) otherwise. 
With this strategy, if the game never terminates then, (3.4 holds for some i, 11. 
Indred, for some to, Q, = u,, for all I w(). Put i(u) = min{i: (3.5) holds for I = t,,). 
Then S == {H : i(u) cm} is finite. If for infinitely many i there is some i. 11 for which 
U.Sk(3.W holds then for some IZ ES, (~3.6) holds with i = i(rrl and all f. So (3.41 
foliows. 
Suppose thcreforc that the game halts a; t = T. Then for each i, there is ;I I’ r a 
such that II does not change between t and t’ and for all U, i, .a u : CI, 1 = i - g, 16 \ 
implies CY 01 ; h,d -= i. We can assume w.l.0.g. that t’ : f, i.e. 
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holds for i 3 VI. Hence si 2 2’m-R*~t’)-’ - 1 for i c m. Since CR b,(x) will increase by at 
least 2- ‘-I for tEE;-Ei_r,we have 
1 as()2-‘+ $ (s, ---,_*)2-‘-* = f s,2-“_“~1 s,2-’ -2 
I=1 t-1 i=l 
m-l m-l 
5 x s,2-’ %z ,:* (2 
K,,(t) - 3 -2-‘-2 ) 
1-1 
It is clear now from f3.3) that User carr choose u and nl large enough to get a 
c~ntradicti~n. 
U’e describe a storage-allocation game between two players called User and 
Server to investigate ( I.4 b and see why does an anafogcus result not hold over N”. 
User sends at each step I EN some quantities of some items. The set of items 
is identified wrth A? Item 0 can be vacuum cleaners, item 1 towels, item 3 oil, etc. 
Let tht- real number G (x, I b 3 0 be the total quantity sent until time f from item s. 
Let rl x’, ()I= 0. At step t, the function n(s, t) has rational values different from 0 
only foi finitely many .K E N. We have x, a (s, t1 s 1, i.e. a(x, t) is a semimeasure 
(set‘ Section 1 j for all I over N. The function ~3 (x, f) is monotonically increasing in 
S~rvcr has a store, the interval [O, I], where at each step t, every point [ai] E [O, l], 
ks allocat:iblc to some item s = At&, c). The partial function Atw, tj has the property 
ihat for each .I and t, the set B(s, t) = (w: s = A(w, t)) ithe storage space allocated 
to K 1 is a finite union of intervals, non~mpty only for finitely many s We exiend 
the d~~niton of Are, rt to ZT uZ~ by A(p, r)=s e[+z Bfx, 0. Then for each 
f, the function A *, t I is a m~~notonic operator. Server is aever allowed to reallocate 
ae.g. the store is a write-once memory), i.e, AI l , t + 1 f is an extension of A( *, 0. 
Put /WI, t I= A IR( t, m where A is the Lehesgue measure over [O, I]. It is natural 
tct require 
To satisfy (4.1 1, Scrwr can begin allocating at the left ecd of the store and add 
nt’~ inter\& to any Rk, f ) ah ~1 (,Y, f) is increasing. WC suppose that Server must 
;illoiate a large part of B(.r, t) in one piece. If the store is interpreted as memory, 
then this gives s a location with a short address. In AIT, this address can be used 
as a short description of .v. 
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Remark. I do not claim any immediate applicability of the games described here 
in memory-allocation strategies of contemporary operating systems. However, the 
condition that memory is not reallocatable is sometimes. fulfilled, e.g. in allocating 
catalogue numbers to subject areas in libraries. It is natural to require that a large 
subject area receive a short number (address). 
Put 
C(& t) = 2-G J,(X) = maxiA ([PI): Cpl c Hx, 01. 
Let G’(X), B(X), b(x) and c(x) be the respective limits of ah, t), B(x, 1). b(x, t) and 
c (x, f ) when t + 00. Part (aj of Theorem 4.1 states that a (x, t)/c (x, t) can be bounded 
by a constant if w(t) = xx a (x, t) is kept away from 1 at a constant distance. Even 
if no bound on w(t) is available, the quotient is O(lug a lx, I)). Part (b) asserts that 
the estimate in (a) is sharp. 
Theorem 4.1. (a) Sewer has a recursive strategy gtrarantecing 
--- 11 log max{a(x, t), 1 -w(f)}+O(l) 
CL& t) 
i 
al-r, 1) 1 1 rnax -‘E <a(x, t), 1 -w(t) Hc’, log-. c (s, t ) * F 
Let us prove (1.5 1 using (a). Put (2 (A-, t i = fM,(s j/2 for any natural number .Y. Let 
Server use his recursive strategy to produce A(I_~, f) for i) E L f . Then A ( p. t! will 
also be recursive. Then A(p) = lirn, A (p, t) is a monotonic npwatnr,with value’s 
.L E IV. As w(t) G : for all t, 
KLu)~K/&)=I -logc(.\-)-.-l~ga(s)+0(1)- H(X‘-tO(I). 
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Put si = 1-2-l and ti = min{t: Si- .G w(t)}. We can suppose that w (ti) = si- 1, since 
Server can split his answers into parts. Put i(t) = max(i: t 2 ti}. Until time ti, only 
the interval [0, s,) is used. 
(2) The strategy is restarted at each t, (reservations are cancelled) and frnm that 
time on, only the increments in a (x, t) will count. 
Put N(X, t) = [-Jog@ (x, t) -a(~, t&)1 m Notice that if M (x, I + 1) < u (x, t) then the 
increase in a(x, t) since t, has passed some power of $. Suppose that we are after 
step t + 1 of User and Server has to answer. Put i = i(t). We will have UX B(x, t) c 
w 3 Sl+l)r 1(X* t) S [Si, Si*l)r f(x, t)nl(X’, t’)flb+x =x’, t=t’ and U,B(Y, t)n 
I(x, t) c B(xr t). We can suppose that a(x, t + 1) = a(~, t) for all but one item, xt 
(Server can always divide one step into many when answering). The algorithm: 
1. 
2. 
3 . . 
4. 
(Allocate as much storage for x, in 1(x, I) as you can.) Put 6 = 
u(sI, f + 1) - a(~,, t). Let (Y be the measure of the free area in Z(xI, 2). Allocate 
storage of the amount So = min{S, a) to X, in I@,, t). 
(Reserve a new interval for x, if needed.) Set 1(x, t + 1) = fix, f) for all x # xI. 
If 14 (xl, t + 1 b < u(x,, t 1, set 1(x,, t + 1) to be the first empty binary interval of 
length 2 -I~~I,.I+l)-,, in the nonreserved area of [s,, s,+~). Else, 1(x,, I + 1) = 
I(&, Il. 
Set 6, = min{S - So, A (I (x,, c + 1 )I}. Allocate storage of the amount S1 for x in 
1(x,, f + 1). 
Allocate for the remaining quantity S -SO--S1 of item X, a union of intervals 
of this total length in the unused area of [O, s,). Remember that [O, sI) is large 
enough to hold everything until 1, + 1. 
This algorithm works if the new binary interval of the desired length can always 
bc found tor 1(x, t + 1). But on Is,, s , + I ), we used the strategy of Lemma 4.1, which 
is known to work. Now we n;tist bound a (x, t),k (x, t). Put yI (X ) == a (s, t, ) - a (x, ti -d 
for 1 Gi:i(f)and Y,,~,+~ =a(.~, t)--a(x,t,,,,L Then 
l(I) If!+ 1
ff~s,f~=a~.u,t)-clls, t,,,,)+ s (a(x, t,,--ah, t, I))= Ij: yp 
, = I 1-I 
Using our method of allocation, a binary interval of length 2 ” -’ will be reserved 
in time interval (f,, 1, + l ) to s when a (x, f) - N (x, t,) passes 2 ” and will 4e filled up 
by the time this quar,rity passes 2 “ -t- 2 ” -’ - :2 I’. Until this time a binary interval 
of length 2 ” 3 was completely allocated to X. Hence ,:, max, y, S c’ (x, t ). We also 
know yI 5.: 2 ‘. Minimization of the function max, y, of (yi, . . . , y,,r,tl 1 subject to 
Y, : 2 ’ gikes the desired I<<wcr bound on C(X, t) in terms of a (A, t) = c, y, and 
f(l) = [-log(1 - w(f!,~. 5 
WC do not prove (b) before reformulating it in Lemma 5.1(a). A related result, 
Lemma 5.1(b) is needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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5. Storage allocation for a tree 
Game 3 is an elaboration of Game 2 in which the set of items has a hierarchical 
structure, 
I_kr sends requests for storage of different sorts of items, These sorts form a 
himrchical structure: we identify them with IV*‘. For example, item 3 means ‘cars’, 
item 30 ‘Fords’, 311 ‘subcompact AMC cars’, etc. Here, the amount a (x, t) of 
storage requests sent until time t for item x is a semime~~e over N”, different 
from 0 at only finitely many places. The function a(~, f) is nondecreasing in 1. 
Server has a store V c [O, l] which is a finite union of intervals. 
The allocation by Server at time r is described by the monotonic operator A (p, t) 
defined for [p]c V, All points oE the binary interval [p] are allocated to s a! time 
I iff ,I- c_ A@, t). The set Blx, t) = {[ol]: x c .A Cw, I)) ak>cated to item x is a finite 
union of intervals, nonempty for only finitely many x. The partial function AQ 0 * c + I! 
is an extension of A( -, I). The quantities b(x, t), a(~), b(x), cfx, t), c(s) arc defined 
as in Game 2. 
As in Game 2, if nnIy ~4 (x f I btx f is requirrd and V = [O, I], Server can allocate 
everything. This strategy translates into the theorem in [IO) asncrting that for every 
r.e. scmimeasurt P there is a monotonic operator A sqch that rU = Pr[_v G &w)~, 
i.e. that every TX. semimetisure is the output distribution of somt Turing machine 
v.*ith the coin-tossing distribution ;IS input Howeve rr Scrl er must satisfy 
IO&I t-4 )/CIS )‘I 5~ g(l(s 11 for sww function g WC can sup’pc~~ that he must satisfy 
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we get I(x) = 0(2k ). But the sequence x may contain very large numbers. ThereflJre 
we can bound l/a(x) for such an x only by a version of Ackermann’s functior. 
Proof. The positive part (a) of this theorem can be proved easily. The set N” of 
all sequences of a fixed length n is prefixfree, hence on it, the simple strategy of 
Lemma 4.1 applies. Server sets aside a store of size O(M(n)) for IV”, which is 
feasible even though M(n ) can be computed only gradually. The set G (n ) = 
(s : \-log n (x)1 = n) is though not necessarily prefixfree but is ‘almost’ so - therefore 
almost the same procedure is applicable to get the bound K( [--log a(x)J ). 
Tne proof of the negative part (b) uses the technique of the proof of the negative 
part af Theorem 4.1. This result says that for some constant C, even in the prefixfree 
case! to get (4.1) and (5.1) we need a surplus store of the size exp(-C2’). (It will 
turn out that at several points during the game, a surplus store of size O(2-‘) is 
needed.) This extra space is rtof allocated during the game. But it will be too 
ji~grn~r~rt~i o use for the needed large contiguous intervals. in Game 3, property 
(4.1) is not required but due to the hierarchical structure of items, a fragmented 
area may look like an allocated area for items on a higher level. 
Let us formalize the idea of reservation. For any natural numbers r ds and a 
set E c V put 
LhE; VbU([p]c V:r-=l(p)~s,[p]nE#Cd}. 
Put f.:\El;- L,‘(E; [O, I]). The set L:(E; VI is the union of all binary intervals in 
1’ with lengths between 2 ’ and 2 ’ having nonempty intersection with E (made 
unusable by E for certain kinds of reservation). Fut 
W:W V)=GWV’:(I; V)) and 6:(x, t; V)=A(B:(_x, t; V)). Notice that r~(t) is 
controlled by User but W: (t; B) - which is also monotonic in f - is controlled by 
Server. The set B:(.r, t; C’) is the union of binary intervals of certain lengths which 
we can consider as reserved for s at time t. It is not monotonic in t: reservations 
may be ‘cancelled’. However, reservation in one stage, even if cancelled, may look 
as irrevocable allocation from the point of view of subsequent stages. To implement 
this idea WC must prepare Game 2 in a form applicable as a recursion step in 
carlh? 3. 
1‘1~ W: VI’ items IS the set 5” ot sequences of length 2. I‘he store is C’ G [O, 11. 
?‘hc following additional parameters are given: an infinite nonincreasing sequence 
. . /‘o . f, ‘5.m. of natural numbers, r, k E N with k s r 5~ t,, azld a real number* y 13 0. 
Pu: 6’ - max{l, y). rJ- -= I’ ‘3 r ‘. The rules are those of Game 3 and addition41) 
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the following. We have a (x, I) = C,, a (xy, f) for all x E N and 
ce(x, t)c2-r+k* (5.2) 
User is permitted to change a(xy, t) only in a special fashion. HI: chooses a pair 
xIyr and puts 
a(xy, t+l)= 
u(xy, t)+S(t) for xy =w, 
&Y, t) otherwise. 
The number 6(t) E [a, 2a] is not chosen by User: we can suppose it is chosen by 
Server. Server must satisfy 
Q(X, t) = 2--r+k * c(x, 2) 2 2-’ (5.3) 
for all x E IV, and also the following weak version of (4.1): for x, y E N, if Q (xy, I) = 0 
and u(xy, t+ l)>O then 
b::,,(xy,r+l)~ya(xy,r+l). (S.4) 
The game ends at some time T. Requirements (5.2) and (5.3) mean that the Fize 
of contiguous intervals requested in this game is always 2 -‘. Put 
Sk = 3+r2k+3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1(b). Put y -1 1 and r = [ -log F’ 1 + k. Wwn the set of items 
is restricted to N, the rules of Game 2; are harder for I_Jser and c*asier for Server 
than the rules of Game 2. E~\I Lemma 5.1 (a), Server can keep the rules of Game 
2~untill-~<)(1(‘)Onlyif(l --~~(1+2~‘~)Cl,i.c.2 ‘h<~/(I--~~G2~.If2 ‘“=I?F 
i.e. 2’ = 2 ‘i--log F - 4) then he can still kctcp the ru!tx of Game 2 but there will 
be an .v, I with c <- (I( !, 1) = 2 r’k and a(.~, t)l~(v, I)‘* 2’ = Z ‘(--log F -- 41, \v!,rich is 
the assertion of Theorem 4,1(h). [I! 
Proof of Lemma S.1. V\‘C gi1.C the strnrcgy of ITScr. Put (1 I\ \‘. 0) = 0 fclr all i, 1’ E‘ 3’. 
To determine u (x, t -+- 1 , User orders all items A E N i!I decreasing order of v;tlu~~ 
of a (x, t) (for equal values of a(,~, tl, the smaller A comes first). Let f? (s, t I be the 
rank of x in this order. For his decision, User looks up the first item .Y~ in this order 
which has no hinary intc‘rval of length 2 ’ ‘reserved for it. i.e. for whiL*h I3:r.v. f: 1’) = 
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0. From now on, we suppress the argument V: it serves as a parameter. Put 
YC = min{y: B(x,y, t) =0}. 
We must prove (5.5). Put F(r)=lJ,B:(x, t),D(u, I)=F(u)f3F(t), d(t)=h(F(t)) 
and C(r)=UL,l Bk 1 (xuyu, u). First, we prove that for all t, 
w:O(t)~yw(C)+d(t)/2. 
Obviously W?(t) 1 C(t) u F(t). We wiI1 prove by induction on u s t that 
A(C(u?wD(t4, tO~yw(f)+h(D(u, t))/2 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
which clearly implies (5.6). The inequality (5.7) is trbe for M = 0. Suppose that it 
holds for w. Suppose first ihat D(u + 1, t) = D(u, t). Then by the choice of x,y,, 
B:uu+,h,yu.u + 1 ~~(C(ubD(u, t))=S. 
Therefore the left side of k5.7) increases by at least b:; c, (xuyu, u + 1) a yt; (u) whiie 
the right side increases exhctly by y&u), Hence (5.7) holds for 1~ + 1. Suppose now 
that E = B(rr + 1, t) - C(M, t) ~0. Then En C(u) = 0, therefore the left side 01 (5.7) 
increases by at least A (45) which is a positive integer multiple of 2 ‘I. Using 
yfi(rc)&Zcry~2-‘V’, we have 
A(E) = A(E)- ytVrc)+ y&u) 
2(A(D(If + l,d))-A@(&, r)))/2+y6(u) 
hence (5.7) holds for II + 1. This proves (5.7) and hence (5.6). The inequality (5.6) 
gives 
R(S,, f)d 2’&rH 2’+1(W:“(fb- yw(t)). (5.8) 
Inequality (5.81 says that if the difference between %pce reserved (therefore in 
some sense spoiled) and the space ‘actually alloc;?‘ed’ (reserved on some lower 
level) is small then n (s, t) can increase only for solne s of low rank. 
Proof of (I? ): Suppose that for some t0 with Y (lo) 2 2’” ‘, f3 > 0 we have 
We will show that then 2 ‘i d ff. Put 
t, = min{f: w(t)-;" r1~(fcrb-~2' - 1)2 ’ ‘}. 
‘The number I, is defined for all i -- 1 log w (r,,r] + r +- 1 = il and is decreasing irl i. For 
311 r - flh put 
r,t1rl- [Id”’ (( 1 -- f)Mr,,) - llI(f )I]. 
Hy (5 .$ I, the numtxr w t t ) is an upper bound on R LX,, 0. Notice that 177 (t 1 is a 
dccreaGng function ;)f 1. Since only the weight of items s with R (x, tb s m(t) can 
m’xease at +ime !, the set {x : R (x, t) s m (f )) is a decreasing function of t. Therefore 
rhe average 
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increases. Between ti and ti-1, the rank R(xl, t! can take at most m(tJ+ 1 different 
values. Using 1 s r we have 
UZ(li)+ 1 Gr+r2’+‘((1 +O)W(t,j- W(ti))~~(2’+8W(t~)2”‘~. (5.9) 
The weight distributed over these xt in this time interval is w (t, _. 1) - w(l, ). We have 
f0r i > 1 
rtl(fi-~)~W(~~)~2”-‘(2’-‘-1), 
rv(t,) S w(t(3) - 272’ - 1) +2-‘-l, 
~~~(t,__,j-w(ti)~2~~‘~*(2’~~‘- lp2’ T3 
Therefore for 1 <i s it, combining (5.9) with (5.10) gives 
t5.10) 
1 2 -r-3r-’ 
p(ri-i)-P(tl)>-171(1)+1(1Citl 1)--\V(t,))2---- 
I 1 + 8tr (rJ2” l -’ 
>p- r -3 (1 - tlrv(t[j)2’+’ .I). 
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the strategy of Lemma 5&b, will give this effect repeatedly. Suppose that the set 
V E [O, l] is all the store space available. Put 
The recursive functions below are, strictly speaking, functionals: they depend on 
a function argument g. 
Lemma 5.2. 77lete is a recursive function f(i, r, g) such that User has a strategy 
S(i, r, g, V) i~r Game 3 with the following properties : for all i, g : N H N, r 2 g( 1) + 3, 
if Server satisfies (5.1) for all x with l(x)< 2i + 1 then for a/l c E [2R(1’-r+2, $1 there 
is a t’ with w(t’)E [v, 2~91, 
1,’ f ’ ‘*r*R’(t’; t’) 2 y(i, g)w(t’). (5.11) 
Proof of Theorem U(b). Let g = lim, gl be a function semicomputable from above, 
with xn 2 -R’“‘= 00. We can suppose w.1.o.g. that 1; 3o 2-n’2it’) = 00. We apply the 
strategy S(i, g,( 1) + 3, g,,, [0, 11). If Server satisfies (5.1) then with t’ = d we get 
1 > ,,’ fll.r.R*, ) 
- I (t’; [0, 1112 y(i, g, )/4 
which is a contradiction for i, 11 sufficiently large. Z 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The proof goes by induction on i. For p EN, certain times 
I,, will have special significance. Let us call the course of strategy S(i, r, g, V) 
between t, and 1,. 1 the prlr macrostep of this strategy. For i = 0, User will raise 
a(p,r,)fromOtoZ ’ ’ in step r,, = p. The inequality (5.1) guarantees (5.11). Suppose 
that User has a strategy SC, r, g, V) satisfying the requirements of the lemma. We 
have to define S(i + 1, r, g, V). Put g(n) = g(n +2), y = y(i, ,@, r = max{l, y}, k = 
g(l),cr=f ‘2 ’ 'andT= [rr ‘1. We define the function f by the following double 
recursion: 
Put T, = Ii (maxIT - j, 0). i, r, g 1. The *sum of moves of LJser in the pth macrostep 
in S(i, r, g, I’) is on IV’ the same as his move iq step p of the winning strategy 
in CJanw L3. 3’ Namely, the weight of some +yr, inlzreases by some S (p 1 E [u. 2~1. 
The pth macrl,stcp itself is an application of strategy Sk rr+ I- & V, 1 to the tree of 
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continuations of x,y,, where 
p-1 
VP = v-,&Jo B (x,,y,,,L; V)
is the remaining store after p macrosteps. By the definition of h, we have r, = 
f(i, T~+~, g) for all p with w(r,+& 1. In S(i, r,, 8, VP). the game is played until a 
point t’ is reached with @(t’) E [a, 2~1, 
Et,., 0’; VP, 2 y(i, @J(r’), (5.12) 
where 6 denotes the w in substrategy S(i, rp+l, & u,). By the inductive assumption, 
this point t’ exists if u E [2K(3’-rp+1+2, $1. This holds because r, 3 h(0, i, r, g) = 
[-logs] +g(3)+2. Put S(p)= @(f’) and tp+l = fp + t’. The inequality (5.12) implies 
that in the original game, 
b ::: + , Lq,y,, tp t-1; V) 3 yu, gh (SpYp, fp+ I)* 
Therefore the conditions of Lemma 5.1 (b) are satisfied. Hence, for any u E [zk -? l ‘, !] 
there exists a t’ with w(?‘)E [t:, 2~1 and 
w:“(l’; V) 3 (y(i, g) + 2 c 3)w(f’) = y(i + 1, g)W(r’). 
Since r(, =f(i + 1, r, g), this concludes the proof. 3 
6. Conclusion 
The main result of this paper is that the monotonic complexity K is not equal 
to within an additive constant to the nec,ative logarithm H of a prior probability, 
despite the fact that these two quantities are close to each other ove: broad regions. 
WC must note that tht: time-bounded approximations of K and W may be quite 
ditIerent if the time bounds are small, since the proof of Lemma 4 1 uses exponential 
enumeraticrn. The most natural open problem is, whether for a priori almost all 
sequences W, the difference K -- H is bounded by a constant de?ending on w. It is 
known (and proved in Section 2) that for a priori almost every O, the difference 
K - H prows slower than any unbounded recursive function. 
r m-n gratct’ul to R, Solo~ay whose careful reading imprc?\*ec-i the qualit) uf the L 
paper considerably, and to LA. Lcvin for many illuminating conversations on the 
topic of this paper. 
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